ELLi identifies 7 dimensions of Learning Power. Research-validated globally by the University of Bristol, it is uniquely dynamic and directs, monitors and mentors each personal learning journey.

CALL FOR STUDENT ENTRIES

VIDEO COMPETITION

1ST PRIZE
£500 TO WINNING STUDENT
£500 TO COLLEGE + 100 FREE PROFILES

2ND PRIZE
£400 TO STUDENT RUNNER-UP
£400 TO COLLEGE + 50 FREE PROFILES

3RD PRIZE
£250 TO STUDENT
£250 TO COLLEGE + 25 PROFILES

ALL PUBLISHED VIDEOS £25

GUIDELINES
Entries must illustrate the adult learner’s experience in one or more of the following dimensions:

CHANGING THROUGH LEARNING
CRITICAL CURiosity OR REJECTING RECEIVED WISDOM
CREATIVITY AND THE LEARNER
EXTRACTING MEANING FROM SEEMINGLY RANDOM DATA
LEARNING RELATIONSHIPS WITH THOSE AROUND US
PERSONAL AWARENESS PROVIDING STRATEGIC DIRECTION
RESILIENCE WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH

FINAL ENTRIES
1ST NOVEMBER 2017

Judging Panel Chair: Professor Patricia Broadfoot CBE, Emeritus Professor of Education, University of Bristol

STYLE
Real life, animation, cartoon or combination
30 seconds - 3 minutes max

ENTRIES
Dr Juliet Williams CBE
juliet.williams@pathways2learning.org
Entries by email attachment with full name of student author and College

ELLi IS MARKETED TO BUSINESS, TO EDUCATION AND TO GOVERNMENT BY PATHWAYS TO LEARNING LTD